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IN ([2], Theorem 3.1) I. Berstein proves that if 9 is the category of connected C.S.S. groups 
and if d is the category of connected graded associative algebras over a field k, then the 
homology functor H* : $9 + .al preserves coproducts. Of course, it is part of the content 
of this theorem to identify the coproduct in Jai (see (2.3) of [2] and the subsequent para- 
graph). From this theorem it is easy to deduce-as Berstein does-the Pontryagin ring of 
the loop-space of the wedge-union X1 v X2, in terms of the Pontryagin rings of the loop- 
spaces of X, and X2, where X1, X2 are l-connected spaces with nice base points. We 
restate Corollary 3.2 of [2] as 
THEOREM 1. H&(X, v X2) is the coproduct ofH,R(X,) and H&2(X2). 
In this paper we prove a more general result, namely Theorem 2, relating to the additive 
and multiplicative properties of the cohomology of algebraic systems obtained within the 
context of abelian-fibred categories (see [4, 5, 61 for the notion of a fibred category). The 
cobar construction of J. F. Adams [l] ensures the relevance of Theorem 2 to the Pontryagin 
ring of a loop-space. 
We would like to mention that I. Safarevich, basing himself on work on local rings, 
has asked whether the functional equation 
1 + U%z(X, VXZ) = I/P&Y, + l/P,,, (I) 
holds for the PoincarC series of a loop-space. Indeed, it turns out that Theorem 2 does apply 
to local rings of algebraic varieties over a finite field so that the validity of (l), which follows 
readily from Theorem 1, bears more than an analogical relation to the case of local rings. 
In an appendix we give an elementary proof of (1). This proof is certainly known to Berstein 
and Ganea but seems not to have found its way into the literature in its entirety. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is contained in $2, the notation being set up in $1. In particular 
we give in $1 the variant of the definition of a fibred category most convenient o our purpose. 
01 
The definitions of this paragraph are taken from [4] and [6] with certain very minor 
modifications which may be inconvenient in the context of [6]. We shall find it technically 
convenient o use entities more general than categories. A pseudocategory will differ from a 
category only in that the morphisms between any two objects may perhaps not form a set. 
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We shall employ the language of functors for mappings of a category into a pseudocategory 
but we shall not employ it when the domain is a pseudocategory. 
If R is a commutative ring we shall say that a category V is an R-category 
if Horn (A, B) has the structure of an R-module and if composition defines a 
homomorphism Horn (A, B) @I~ Horn (B, C) + Horn (A, C) for all A, B, C E Ob 59. 
Definition 1. A category with equivalences is a category 55’ together with 
(i) for each pair X, YE Ob % a groupoid 8(X, Y), such that Ob 6’ = Horn (X, Y); 
(ii) for eachfe Horn (X, Y), Z E Ob %‘, morphisms of groupoids 
f * : b( Y, Z) --f b(X, Z), 
f* : az, m + ez, n 
such that if g E Horn (Y, Z), h E horn (Z, X), then 
f*s=df*h=fh, 
(sf)* = s*f* 9 m* =f *g*. 
The morphisms of 8(X, Y) are called the equivalences. 
Any category has a trivial structure as a category with equivalences; namely that where 
the only equivalences are the identity maps. We will feel free to speak of pseudocategories 
with equivalences. 
Let % be a category and & a category with equivalences. 
Definition 2. A covariant semljiinctor from 59 to SQ is a function (b : %f + d such that 
(1) $(Ob %J) c Ob d, $(Hom (X, Y)) c Horn (4X, 4 Y), X, YE Ob V; 
(2) 4(1x) = 1,x, XE Ob V; 
(3) if f EHom(X, Y), gEHom(Y,Z), X, Y, ZrzOb%T, there is an equivalence 
c8,, from &If) to (&M!) such that ((+& cB,&h, #J = ((M)*ch,Jc& f as 
equivalences from 4(hgf) to (4h)(4g)(4f). 
A contravariant semifunctor is similarly defined. 
If 4 : Gf? + d is a functor and A E Ob d then 4-‘A denotes the subcategory of %’ of 
which the objects are those mapped by 4 onto A and the maps are those mapped by 4 
onto 1, E Horn (A, A). 
Dejinition 3. If 4 : %3 + d is a covariant functor then SG,,, , the pseudocategory of 
jbres, is the pseudocategory whose objects are the subcategories 4-‘A of %, A E Ob .&, and 
where Horn (4-‘A, &-‘B), A, B E Ob d, is the collection of all pairs (K, {qx}) consisting 
of a covariant functor K: +-lB-+ +-‘A and, for each XE Ob(4-‘B), a morphism 
qx E Hom(KX, X), such that 
(i) 6~~ = +qy9 Y, X E OW$-‘B); 
60 hx = tlrGf E HONK Y>. 
Compositions of morphisms is defined in the obvious way. As Hom(4-‘A, $-‘B) consists 
of all such pairs it is not necessarily a set. 
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There is a projection mapping 6 : 9,,, --) d defined by $(+-IA) = A, &K,{~X}) = 4~~. 
Clearly iff, g are morphisms in ,Fc6, and iffg is defined then $(fg) = (@)($g). 
PC+, has a natural structure as a pseudocategory with equivalences. If (K,{qX}), 
(L, (lx}) E Hom(4-‘A, 4-‘B) then an equivalence from (K, {qX}) to (L, {ix)) is a natural 
equivalence P from the functor K to the functor L such that qs = ?&RX, XE Ob($-‘B). 
Definition 4. A fibred category consists of 
(1) a pair 6, 9I of categories, 
(2) a covariant functor 4 : 8 + ii3 and a covariant semi-functor $ : G? -P 9(,, 
such that $$ is the identity; that is 
(i) $A=~-‘A,AEO~~Y; 
(ii) f~ Hom(A, B), $$f=f. 
A contravariant fibred category may be defined in a similar way (with contravariant 
replacing covariant everywhere) after a suitable definition ofF(+,, for 4 contravariant. The 
semi-functor i/~ is referred to as a cleavage, and the fibred category is said to be split if $ 
is a functor. In [S] A. Grothendieck goes on to pick out certain morphisms in d and to 
define fibrations. J. W. Gray in [4] goes on similarly to define fibrations. 
Examples 
(1) Let A be a commutative ring with a unit and let B be the category of commutative 
A-rings with unit and with A-ring homomorphisms preserving the unit. 8 is the category of 
pairs (R, M) consisting of a A-ring R and a unitary R-module M. A morphism (R, M) --f 
(S, N) is a pair (f, t?), where 
f: R --f S is a morphism in 99, 
0 : M--t Nf is a morphism in the category of unitary R-modules, 
and N/ denotes the S-module N endowed with the structure of an R-module viaf, so that 
r.n =fi.n. Define 
(i) &R, M) = R, 4(f, 6 =J 
(ii) $(R) = +-‘R, e(f) = (Kf, (vNH, where Kf N = Nf, qN = (f, 1) 
This gives d the structure of a fibred category over 33. 
(2) Let $3 be a subcategory of the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. 
Let the objects of 8 be pairs (X, F), where XE Ob g and F is a sheaf of sets over X, and 
let the morphisms of I be pairs (f, 0), where 
f: X + Y is a morphism in B, 
fI : F + Gf is a sheaf map, where G, denotes the reciprocal image of the sheaf G over Y. 
Define 
(9 9(X, 1;) = X, +(f, 0) = f, 
(ii) $(X) = $-‘X $(f) = (&, {I]~)), where KJG = G,, VG = (f, 1). 
In each of these examples the cleavage is split. 
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(3) Let 4 : d + 9J be a fibred category and let d be small. Let A E Ob g’, and let 
J!&(4) be the category of which 
(i) the objects are pairs (X, CC) where CI E Hom(@-‘A, 4-‘X), X E Ob g 
(ii) Hom((X, a), (Y, /3)) = Hom($-‘X, 4-l Y). 
Define $’ : dld(cj) --f 37 by 
$‘(X, a) = X; 4’f= 4AfE Hom(4-‘X, 4-r Y); 
and define a cleavage $’ by $‘(X) = $‘-IX, $‘(f) = I+@ c’~, f = cg, f. 
Suppose 4 : d --) &Y is a fibred category with cleavage II/. Let %-(z, denote the pseudo- 
category defined as %(+,, except that the morphisms are pairs (K, {TX>) where lx E Horn 
(X, RX), instead of Hom(KX, X), and conditions (i) and (ii) of definition 3 are appro- 
priately modified. 
Definition 5. An adjoint cleavage is a contravariant semi-functor x : W + %-(,$, such 
that A, BE Ob 99, f E Hom(A, B) 3 L, is a left adjoint to Kf , where xf = (Lf , {l}), 
$f = W, 7 {vll). 
If 4 : 8 --f g is a fibred category with cleavage II/ such that (i) each fibre is an abelian 
category and (ii) A, B E Ob g, f E Hom(A, B) + Kf is an additive functor, where $f= 
(K, , {q}), then we shall say that the fibred category is an abelian-jibred category. 
If 8 2 99 is an abelian fibred category with cleavage $ we may construct the associated 
fibred category ~(8) + K(9) .@ of complexes. Objects of ~(8) are pairs (R, ((Ej, dj) : j E Z)) 
where R E Ob 99, Ej E Ob(4_lR), dj E Hom(Ej , Ej-l), dj-l dj = 0. Morphisms are pairs 
(f, (‘j : j E Z)) where fe Hom(R, R’), gj E Hom(Ej, EJ), dJgj = gj-1 dj , 4gj =$ The 
cleavage + gives rise to a cleavage rc($) in the obvious way, bearing in mind conditions (i) 
and (ii) of definition 3. The fibred category rc+(Q is the subcategory of rc(&) with Ej = 0 
ifj<O. 
Let 4: ~$4 99 be an abelian-fibred category with cleavage I/I and with an adjoint 
cleavage x. We shall call it a resolving category for 9I if, in addition, KJ is exact and faithful 
forf E Hom(A, B) and 4-‘A is selective, A, B E Ob a. 
If this is so, for A, BE Ob 98, f~ Hom(A, B), the pair (I#J-~B, 4-‘A), with forgetful 
functor Kf and left adjoint Lf, is a resolvent pair of categories (see p. 265 of [7]). This 
cannot be used for defining cohomology groups of objects in 9!9 until we have a cross-section 
of the fibred category C#J : d + 29’: that is, a covariant functor j : 223 + 8 such that +j = 1. 
If we have a cross-section then cohomology groups of an object B E Ob 99 may be defined 
for everyfE Horn@, B), A E Ob &?. 
As an example of a resolving category, take our first example of a fibred category. It is 
an abelian-fibred category since modules over a commutative ring form an abelian category. 
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The functor Kf is exact and faithful, and we may define an adjoint cleavage x by 
X(R) = K’R> X(f) =(&G)); 
where R, S E Ob &?, f e Hom(R, S), and L,M =M OR S, cw = (f, 6,) where tIM = 1 of: 
M OR R -+ h4 OR S, A4 E Ob ($-lR). A cross-section is given in this case by j(R) = (R, R), 
j(f>=(_Lf>. 
§2 
We suppose now that C#J : d -+a is a resolving R-abelian category with cleavage $ and 
adjoint cleavage x. Sometimes we shall write f * for Kf (where t+hf = (Kf, {q})) to avoid 
double subscripts. As the letter B has other uses here we shall write y for the normalized 
categorical bar construction and B (as in [7]) for the unnormalized categorical bar 
construction (see [7]). 
Suppose that the fibred category 4 : d -tSY satisfies in addition 2.1 (i) and 2.1 (ii) 
below. 
(i) &? has a cofinal (initial) object A; we then let sA : A --f A, A E Ob 33, denote the 
unique morphism. 
2.1 (ii) 4 : d + 93 has a cross-section j : 99 + d such that s; jA = jA. 
(iii) The cofinal object A is also a final object and 6, : A -t A, A E Ob !??I’, is the unique 
morphism. 
(Note that we are not at this stage requiring 2.1 (iii).) 
We may define H*(A), A E Ob B, unambiguously as the cohomology of jA with coefficients 
in jA using the resolvent pair (4-‘A, d-‘A) with forgetful functor KEA = E: = KA and left 
adjoint L,, = LA. H * thus becomes a contravariant semi-functor from 39 to the category 
of graded R-modules. The question posed by Safarevich is essentially a question of how 
a certain H * behaves with respect to products. To be able to say anything we must, of 
course, suppose more about K and L. In what follows we shall usually write PA for KALA. 
Suppose 39 has products. Then we have the following diagram, where A, B E Ob 33 
and nA: A x B -+ A, x8: A x B + B are the natural projections. 
In this diagram KA x B ~2 is equivalent to KA, KA x B nf to KS. 
Let us suppose that 
(i) LAX B A4 = TC; LBM @ 7.~2 L,M, M E Ob(d-‘A). 
2.2 (ii) there is a natural equivalence between the two functors M ++ Horn (P,P,M, jA) 
and M --, Horn (P, jA, jA) 0 a Horn (P,M, jA), ME Ob (d-IA). 
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The unnormalized categorical bar construction gives us for any resolving R-abelian-fibred 
category a morphism /I: B + K+ (8) of fibred categories over a’, where p(M) = {p’(M), 
di, n E Z, n 2 0}, ME Ob(4-‘A), and PA(M) = (L,K,)“+’ M = L,PiK,M. From 2.1 (ii) 
and 2.2 (i) we find that 
KxsjA x B = (x:L, + 7c,*L,) (PA f P,)“jA. 
It follows from 2.2 (ii) that 
Hom(pAxsjA x B, jA x B) E (Hom(P,jA, jA) @ Hom(P,jA, jA))n, 
where the power n on the right means the tensor product of the module with itself taken n 
times. The differential is, moreover, the tensor product differential. 
Let P, denote the functor obtained by taking the cokernel of the natural transfor- 
mation eA from the identity to the functor PA on 4-‘A. The normalized bar construction 
(to be written y, recall) uses P, instead of PA. In many circumstances it is more reasonable 
to consider it than /I. This is so, in particular, if the fibred category satisfies 2.1 (i), (ii) and 
2.1 (iii). We now suppose it does. 
Since 9I has A as final and cofinal object we see that 6*&A = 1, and hence E: 62 = 1. 
For each ME Ob 4-‘A we compare 6zA4 with L,M E 4-‘A. There is a natural trans- 
formation tI,, between LA and S:, since ~5:: = Kd,LdALA and K,, and La, are adjoint 
functors. The composition 
MsP,M=%M 
is the identity. Hence if LAM = ker(B,M) we see that E~&M z F,M. Instead of the con- 
ditions 2.2, consider the following two conditions. 
(i) L, x B M= n,*&U@n;LAM, MEOb@-‘A). 
2.3 (ii) There is a natural equivalence between the two contravariant functors from 4-‘A 
to R-modules defined (on the objects) by 
-- 
(a) MI+ Hom(P,P, M, jA), 
(b) MH HOIII(pB jA, jA) OR Horn@, A4, jA). 
Let B*(A) = ker(H,,) where HEA : H*(A) + H*(A) is the map induced by E”. 
THEOREM 2. If k is afield and 4 : d + W is a resolving k-abelian-Jibred category satisfying 
either 2.1 (i), (ii), and 2.2, or 2.1 (i), (ii), (iii) and 2.3, then 
H”C-4 x B) 2 H*(A) C3 H*(B) 0 pzlH*(A) 0 (R*(B) @ B*(A))P @ H*(B). 
So the contravariant functor H * takes products into coproducts. 
Proof. The proofs are almost identical in each case. We take the second case. 
By 2.3 (i) and 2.1 (ii), 
=(n:L, + X;tB + 6,",B)(P, +PB)yA. 
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We now appeal to the following identity in the completion with respect o the augmentation 
ideal Z(x, y) of the free associative ring over the integers generated by x and y. If z E Z(x, y), 
let C(z) = (1 - z)-’ = 1 + Cyzlzi. 
2.4 C(x + Y) = C(x)CC(x) f C(Y) - aYm41- l cw 
Let us write C(B,, J for the operator c (HA, $ and CyAx B for the formal sum 
LA x B C(P, x JjA. Then as P, X B = P, + is, we may apply the identity 2.4, and identifying 
terms of power n on both sides we find an expression for riX B. Now by 2.3 (ii), 
Hom(G X By I ii x B) E (Hom(P, jA, jA) @ Hom(P, jA, jA))n. The differential is in fact the 
tensor product differential. It is completely determined by the contracting homotopy 
s, X r, and 2.3 (ii). If A E Ob 98 and M E Ob($-‘A), 
K,y,“M = &“+ ‘KA M + ISAnKA M, 
and s_.,” maps BAnKAM trivially and PAn+l K,M identically onto the corresponding sum- 
mand of KA yAn+’ M. Inspection now shows that on 
n,*L,P,joP 
B 
ki . . . p 
A 
is-lp -Bksj5Ajsjl\, 
where O<j,,,j,In, 1 Iji,ki<n(l <i<S), 1 ~k,~~,j,+i~~(ji+ki)=n, 
a AxB n = aAiqA*pBkl . . . PA'= + ~(-1)~~~*E,~~jo{p,k1 ...j5,jr-~aBb~,*j5,j~... p,L 
r=l 
r-1 
+ ( _ l).bpBkl . . . pBbaAjFsA*pBb + I . . . PAL}, 
where a, = j,, + 1 (ji + ki). There is a similar formula with S; X B replacing z*i;A everywhere. 
i=l 
Under 2.3 (ii) this differential goes over into the tensor product differential. Thus, if CA 
denotes the COqJkX {HOIn(yA”jA, jA), dAn}, 
(2.5) C AxB = “CA@ k@ f(CBQCA)’ OCB, 
p=l 1 
where CA is the complex CA with CA ’ = k replaced by 0. The theorem follows upon appealing 
to the Kiinneth formula. 
CA may be made into an algebra by defining a*/? = (PA”ff)B, aEHom(isAmjA, jA), 
fi~Hom(P~“jA,jA). The natural transformation of 2.3 (ii) takes this multiplication into the 
tensor product a Op. The multiplication in CA X B (and hence in H*(A x B)) is, in terms of 
the above representation 2.5, given by 
Ca 8 (Pr 8 a1 0 * - + 63 BP C3 up> @blCa’ 0 (A 0 al’ 0 - - * C9 Pp’ 0 up’) W’l = 
I 
~O(B1CNG3 *.a @ap@b@a’O/Y10 * . * Q apI) @ b’, if a’, b $ k, 
aO(A @a, 0 . * * @ up 0 b&‘a’ @ a1 ’ @ * - . @ up’) @ b’, if a’ E k, 
a 8 (PI 0 @I 0 * .- @ apba’ @ PI ’ @ aI’ Q * . . @ a’p) @I b’, if b E k. 
Thus the representation 2.5 corresponds precisely to the coproduct construction given in 
[2]. This means that in the category of graded associative augmented k-algebras H*(A x B) 
is the coproduct (free product) of H *(A) and H*(B). 
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The property 2.1 (ii) of j is crucial. If j satisfies a different relation the formula of the 
theorem no longer holds. 
Theorem 2 can be applied immediately to commutative augmented k-algebras with 
units. In this case if A is one such, A z k 0 2 and if B z k @ B’ is another, A x B E k @ 
A” 0 8. (These are not decompositions as algebras.) Taking the fibred category of modules 
over commutative augmented k-algebras, we find that tensor product gives us an adjoint 
cleavage and 2.1 and 2.3 are satisfied. So we have the following consequence of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Zf A, B are augmented commutative k-algebras then 
H*(A x B) zz H*(A) @ H*(B) @ f H*(A) @(a*(B) @ R*(A))p @ H*(B). 
p=l 
By proposition 9.3, page 303 of [7], we see that Theorem 3 is also true when we allow 
A, B to be commutative differential graded augmented algebras with unit (DGA-algebras) 
over the field k, and when we again take A x B to mean the categorical product. (We take 
the cohomology to be that of the algebraic system, not that of the DGA-algebra considered 
as a complex. We do not suppose that Aj = 0 for j < 0. The category of DG-modules is an 
abelian-fibred category over the category of DGA-algebras over k. Its cleavage is derived 
from that in the category of modules. In a similar way it has an adjoint cleavage, and one 
may verify that 2.3 holds.) 
03 
In this section we give an elementary proof of equation (1). The assumption that 
X,, X, have nice base points means that the maps 
BX,-+X,, BX,-+X,, BX, v BX,+X, v X2 
are all singular homotopy equivalences, where B is the singular polyhedron functor. Thus 
we may assume that X,, X, are l-connected CW-complexes. 
Let X, b X, be the fibre of the inclusion X, v X, + Xr x X, . Then there is a split 
short exact sequence 
0 + n,(Xr b X,) --) %(X, v X,) + Z”(X, x X,) + 0, 
all n, which implies that 
Q(X, v X,) N nx, x nx, x 0(X, b X,). 
Now X, b X, is the subspace EX, x 0X, u SZX, x EX, of EX, x EX,, where E denotes 
the contractible path space functor. Since the pair (EX, SIX) has the homotopy type of the 
pair (CnX, QX) (see [3]) it follows that 
X, b X, N CfiX, x &2X, u SZX, x CSZX, 
= fix, * ax,, where * denotes the join, 
N ,!_?(QX, A QX,), where A denotes the smashed product, and 5’ denotes the 
suspension. 
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With respect to the PoincarC series for a connected complex let us write P, = 1 + P,; then 
P mx = & , by the Bott-Samelson theorem, 
X 
and P Y1 h Y1 = 5, 5, * 
Thus, writing P, P,, Pz for PR(x,Vx2j, Pox,, PRX2, we have 
P= PIP, 
1 PIP, - - = 
1 - P,Pz P, + P, - P,Pz 
or 1 + l/P= l/P, + l/P,. 
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